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DEAR GREATER SYDNEY COMMISSION  I am just a Wife, Mother, Grandmother but I can
see what is happening all over Sydney and it isn't pretty or good. 
The Over development of WHOLE Suburbs & Spot RE-Zoning is frightening and what is
being built is Ugly, too massive, causing total shadowing and many are poorly built
(identified by Engineers Australia (my Husband is a lifetime member ).  
This is making street parking almost impossible as many do not have any parking or
insufficient amounts, they are pushing all our services to the limit Schools, Hospitals,
Kindergartens, public transport, parks, medical services, beaches, roads, shopping strips
and malls etc etc.
My Daughter- in -law is a Primary School teacher and she has told me that the children
cannot play ball games in the playground as it is all concrete and far too dangerous.  What
kind of World are we creating when many of these kids live in Apartments where play is
limited and then they cannot play at school because of concrete play areas?  
Added to what we already have is 100's and 100's of New Hi Rise Buildings coming on line
next year and well beyond, especially in the Eastern Suburbs where I and my family live. 
E.g  Pagewood Green, ( I saw no Community Consultation regarding this new City) Ingliss at
Randwick, Botany and Mascot which is almost unrecognisable in parts & the secret plans
for Bundock Street and rumours of Long Bay Jail being sold soon.  Prince Henry Hospital 
redevelopment with some building to come down the track.  All these Major
Developments are almost tantamount to whole Cities.  
 I see little or no consideration for our beautiful established Trees and Greenery which are
disappearing at an alarming rate.  Replacement trees are few and pathetic insignificant
shrubs.  Many Hi Rise Buildings seem to have none as the building is built straight on the
footpath so there isn't any room.  This results in losing  all the advantages for clean air,
shade, good health and mental well being plus the enjoyment of our precious wildlife
which are threatened because of habitat loss.
The SE CBD Light Rail has been forced upon us from Randwick and Kingsford affecting
people from all the suburbs that will need to alight from their buses to queue at those two
points to catch the tram.   It is a massive White Elephant and is doomed to fail within 10
years.  It will be at capacity immediately and has 19 limited stops that are useless for many
people.  It won't go to Darlinghurst or Elizabeth Street where I and most of Eastern
Suburbs people normally travel and it is far too great a distance for elderly or disabled (my
husband) to walk from George Street.  A speeding tram thru suburban Streets is crazy and
the loss of Significant Heritage 100 year old trees along Anzac Parade, Alison & Wansey
Road is unforgivable to me and many in the Randwick Municipality.  
You want more housing but these Apartments are not affordable and for families they are
not viable anyway.  How can my children fit into a 2  bedroom unit (their price level) with 3
young children under 8.  
At the Maroubra Beach Precinct Meeting we had The Parliamentary Secretary for Planning
and the Central Coast - Mr Scott Macdonald MLC (who has never been to Maroubra in his
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life). He got the message Loud and Clear from the large local community that were present
- Randwick is already the heaviest populated area in Sydney and we want ALL the Spot
ReZoning 20 - 25 stories Ghetto Apartments to Stop and Migration cut by 50%.  
We expressed our Concerns and Horror about the way the Government is pushing it's
BUILD, BUILD agenda contrary to the LEP & EP&A Act through the dreaded Gateway
Process. 
I and hundreds of people (I love social media) feel Foreign Investment is making it harder
for Australians to purchase property plus 40% of Australian residential sites bought in 2016
were by Chinese Developers. These people are opportunists and are driven by short term
gains and then they leave with no Interest in the future of their over priced often
shoddy,ugly, ghetto buildings which the population have to live with for years to come. 
Why are Foreign students allowed to buy properties immediately and then become
Citizens after they finish their degrees? Why are Foreigners allowed to buy new
apartments and worse still the GIANT LOOPHOLE of buying old properties, pulling them
down and building new Homes ?  Only Citizens should be allowed to buy Australian Real
estate as foreign ownership is mostly driven by money laundering and quick profits from
what i have been told.   We are unable to buy up Realestate in many Asian Countries or
some other parts of the World as well, so why allow it here.   The short term gain of Jobs
and Stamp duty revenue plus Land Tax and Capital Gains windfall isn't helping the average
family and Sydney Realestate has just become a Giant Casino now
Other reasons for this rampant Over Developing in Sydney locking out 1st home buyers
and families, is due to negative gearing and Investor greed.   The dropping of Interest Rates
by the Reserve Bank just pushed the buying spree to unsustainable heights.  I have seen
ordinary little houses increase by  $500,000 to $800,000  in my local area in just 3 short
years - it is Insanity.
The State and Federal Governments Must address these problems because we are
becoming a giant Bubble that our Governments seem to condone & ignore and will soon
cause a catastrophic Bang that will last for years to come !!
In Conclusion we don't need anymore Hi Rise Monoliths but sensible housing for families
and people young and old.  What is the purpose of forecasting on 30 years ahead when
the Population are not able to relax and enjoy the City that they already live in? 
Townhouses, Villas, Dual Occupancies or small Apartment Blocks with gardens and trees so
we can all smell the Roses and Enjoy what once was a Beautiful Inviting City the Envy of
the World.
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